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JUSTICE 


On th e We stern elevati on of the Departmen t of Justice building 

in Washington are inscribed these words of Daniel Webster: "Just ice is 

the great interest of man on earth. Wherever her temple stands ***** 
there is a foundation for social security, general happiness and the 

improvemen t and progreS8 of our race. tt 

Numberless words have been wri tten about justice, its nature 

and its functions, but this we know - it is the bed rock on which every 

sound social system rests. 

No problem of government is .so difficult pr so faSCinating as 

the a ttempt to establish a" true balance amongst 
:-

the ri
.~ 

-gb. ts and duties,

both individual and collective, which in the end determine the scope and 

the operation of justice. 

In this imperfect world we cannot hope for perfect justice nor 

can we know preCisely what it is. Yet, if reason fails to tell us what 

justice is, we realize, by a certain sort of intuition, what injustice 

is; and are moved accordingly. If, today, society is experiencing a 

sense of moral frustration, if the springs of needed faith run lOW, it 

is because men feel that somehow common justice is not functioning as it 

should. For the moment, society has become more aware of its weaknesses 

than of its strength, more conscious of its outgrowths of human injustice 

tl1.an of its lasting foundations of organic truth.\. 

Let us not be disturbed because men are resentful of wrongs and 

inequali ties, or SOInE times seek to redress them by futile or fantastic 

means, If justice is to thrive and find itself, these are necessary fer
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ments. One can be tolerant even of the mistaken efforts of those who 

yearn for a tabula rasa and a world remade. Living institutions are never 

at rest. Always we are in periods of flux and flow. 

Nearly a hundred years ago a well-beloved poet said: 

"The old order changeth, yielding place to new, 

And God fulfills Himself in many ways, 

Lest one good custom should corrupt the world."! 

If, today, men everywhere are questioning their traditional 

theories of government, and are exploring for new canons of right, new 

ethical criteria of distribution and co-operation, new standards of 

social values and economic cohtrols, who "stall. say that these are not 

manifestations 'Whirli.snould inspire all love.rs of justice with hope 
I 

instead of fear? 

Justice in the modern state is a fabric of intricate pattern. 

To realize thiS, one need but note its adjectival classifications. We 

are inclined to think of justice as a simple absolute but, actually, we 

distinguish many forms: legal, executive, legislative; political, 

economic, social; criminal, preventive, retributive; commutative, sub

stantial, relative. All these terms, and many others, we apply to justice 

in an attempt t a grasp or define its elusi ve significance and its complex 

manifestations. 

In our fault-findings we are disposed to think of injustice as 

due largely to defects of legal justice. "There ought to be a law" is 

the cry that follows the discovery or exposure of 'every wrong. The truth 

is that while legal justice may be imperfect its operation is, in fact, 

more practical and more effective than that of many other institutions 
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within the range of our social system. Its principles, standards, .and tech

niques are well established. These are the priceless fluits of endless 

years of trial and error, and, moreover, offer dependable guarantees of 

substantial fairness. So in our Government, under its wise division of 

powers into legislative, executive and judicial, the technical standards 

and rules of action are well defined. But the vast and ever-continuing 

changes which the years have wrought in the nature of human society have 

disclosed many areas of our common life in which something more than mere 

legal justice must function. It is ~specially in ~hese areas that justice 

takes on new and various as:pects. It is here that Go~ernment, in its wider 

sense, must often -guide by canollS" summoned from deeper sources than the 

letter of the' law. 

The primnrypurposes and ob~igations of Government are, of 

course, to preserve peace, to maintain order, to secure harmony, to estab

lish security, and to promote liberty and happiness. In its definitions 

and applications of power, and in its interpretations and enforcements 

of rights and obligations, it is bound by the provisions of its constitu

tions, its laws and its bills of right. Manifestly, however, most forms 

of justice are not self-~xecuting and the affirmative use of governmental 

power thus becomes' both necessary and inescapable. While Alexander Hamil

ton's dictum is true that the first duty of government is to control the 

governed and its next duty is to control itself, nevertheless the ultimate 

source of guidance must be sought not merely in the written word, but in 

even deeper fountains of right. Somehow, in some fashion, it should be 

the function of Government, not alone to fulfill its primary duties, but 

to bring into just bal~~ce the rights and obligations which constitute 
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the spirit and body of our political faith. In the presence of chaos, 

disaster, or economic breakdown, justice will not tolerate the futile 

plea tti t cannot be done. If Government must be guided, to be sure, by 

established principles of procedure - but it must act. 

If it is the duty of Government to strive for justice and not 

merely to execute the law as it finds it, may I not carry the argume nt 

further and say that it would be strange, indeed, if all the m~rvelous 

advancements in hUIIJan thought an~ living, all the striving and planning, 

all the lavish spending for public education, had not brought into being


new ideas and new a~ignments, 
. 

as wel~ as more enlightened 
-

ideals of social 

relationships, SOCial betterment and SOCial needs which must be taken into
.' 

account? All the progress in the arts and SCiences, in business and 

industry, has come frcm the courage to make experiments and substi tute 

the new for the old. Must not this, too, be the spirit of modern govern

ment? Where time, as it inevitably will, brings into the social order 

the unexpected discords springing from human frailty and the accretions 

of ignorance and greed, is it not a duty of GovernIOOnt, seeking to do 

justice, to seek, also, for new definitions of Justice? 

While, I imagine, we all agree as to the existence of this duty, 

we are not so apt to concur as to the method of its discharge, There are 

those who would let u..'rlhampered nature work: the cure. 
j 
Others seem to 

believe that our ancient definitions of legal and political rights and 

of so-called economic laus have proved such infallible guides in the pnst 

that to question them now is subversive of sound government. Such persons 

visualize rights and prinCiples and economic laws as static or unchangeable; 
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and think of the betterment of human society by governmental effort as 

essentially impossible, because, it is asserted, human relationships do 

not change, They refuse to recogni ze that the primal law of life is chango 

that human nature itself changes. There is no fallacy more pathetic or 

more misleading than that which assumes the Wlchangeableness of living 

things. It is barely more than three hundred generations back to our 

savage ancestors, mo lived in caves and fought with clubs, and scarcely 

knevl how to light a fire. In tho equation of' social life we cannot afford 

to think of hQ~anity as lmchangeable, or of legal and political principles 

as absolute, any mo~e than ':18'" can think of ,justice as '~omething statlc. 

Imagine justice as absolute and l'ogic carries us to impossible
• 

utopias; think of human nature as unchangeable and our hope of progress is 

lost in a stagnant pool of ultra-conservatism. 

No living i:llStitutioll is ever finished; nor is there any limit 

to knowledge nor an:/, law of progress which says "thus far shalt thou go and 

no farther. 1t The teachings of history ro:r:eatedly admonish us that what 

one period regards as radical a:!1other comes to consider as conservative. 

The equi ty stirring today becomes the laVi of tomorrow. Justice in the 

modern state, if it bccomog set in fixed formulas, terminates in injustice.\ 

No little of our confusion of thought is due to mistaken notions 

as to tho inhorent nature of rights per~. Sinco at least as long ago as 

the Greek philosophers, logal and poli ti cal thought has wrestled ";7ith the 

idea that back of all human la\07 is a natural lavl gi ving birth to natural 

rights. This idea still parsints in juristiC science and, to a Groatcr 

degree, in common thought. It is tho major promise in that recalcitrant 

http:farther.1t
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indi vic1ualislil which rosists so many promising efforts to further what is 

called social justico. It explains many of our difficulties in recon

ciling liberty v11th rosponsibility; and powor with justico. If it is 

true in the spiri tual Vlorld. tha t nhe ·tha t loseth his lifo shall find it, II 

it is equally true that for individualism to find i tsolf the individual 

must give that ho may get. This, it seoms to met is of the essonce of 

both liberty and justice; and lies at the heart of all rights. 

In our industrializod ,civilization we arc t I imagine, more acutely 

conscious of the play of .justice and in-justice in the domain of economi(}s 

-.. 
than in the realm of law and politics, .When we come .Jto balance rights, 

and especially economic ones, 17C discover tha t every incli'vidual right is, 
, .) . 

in truth, a bundlc of rcla.tive rights, and that there are no absolutes to 

guide us. 

Iro add to our confusi on of thought we attempt to fi t into our 

patterns of economic justice various concepts from our poli tical ideology, 

like those of equality, impartiality, individualism, government of laws 

instead of men, freedom of enterprise and ini tiative and the like, -- can.... 

cepts which do not alTIays, in terms or practical justi~e, have the same 

validi ty in the economic realm that they had in the poli tical. 

"That is the duty of Goverrunent in the premises? If it is bound 

to be functional and to serve the common good, must it not endeavor to 

balance ~~d reconcile these discordant farces and ideas? Can it sit as 

audience at an academic debate as to vmat is too great or too little a use 

of its powers? The 'leeal boundari es rli thin uhich it must operate, to be 

sure, are vIall-defined, but r.ithin those limitations must it not see itself 
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as an indispensable agent of jtwtice in every field of human activity? 7he 

courts protect and vindicate legal rirl1ts and strive, by established rule 

and technique, to do justice in man's conflicts nith his felloY1S and with 

society; but must not Government, seen as a whole, strive to protect and 

vindicate justice in the ~1der terms of the common good? Even legal justice 

tries to do as much. "Is it not the duty, tt says the supreme Court, ". • ••• 

to decide in accordance w.i. th present day standards of uisdom and justice 

rather than in accordance with some out-flam,. and antiquated rule of the 

past?,. For it was ever Ua characteristic principle of.. the common lavl,1I to 
4 • 

quote the Supreme Court once more, "to -dr{iVl its inspiration from every 

fountain of justice." 

These considerations have intri,gued the 'florld's greatest thinkers 

from the beginning of history, though probably no one ever penetrated deeper 

into the mystery of uhat justice is than did the humble Carpenter of Nazareth 

whose Divine teachings so many of us venerate and so few of us follow. I 

dare say there is truth in all the various theories that have been formulated 

as to the nature and origin of justico -- from Divine revelation to catc

gorical imperatives; utilitarianism, hedonism, harmony, the greatest good of 

the greatest number, and, perhaps, even in the concept that justico is an 

ethical and social convention born more of custom and experience than of 

reason Or revelation. Practical government, however, is empirical in 

approach and must leave such speculations to the ph~losophers. 

Nevertheless, it soems reasonable to believe that if a theory of 

justice must be formulated, the most dependable one, at least from the 

vievTpoint of government, is that which ta...1ces for its major and minor 
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premises the public welfare and the common good. Justice, implicitly and 

actually, puts every assertion of individual right and every act of govern

ment to this acid test. What other unifying principle can justice in the 

modern state set up, or on what other theory should it proceed? Wi thin 

what other framework can a free state work out permissible programs of 

governmental relief and economic planning, or rind sanctions for necessary 

controls and enforceable social cooperations? The vital spark in human 

progress unquesti onably is indiv:idual ;Liberty, wi th all that means in the 

way of free initiative fu~d the right .to pursue our happiness and our ad
'" 

ventures in our own· way; but liber~y*without subordination to the rights of 

others and to the common uelfarEl can be ei ther anarchy or tyranny or both. 

All sound criteria of jus ti ce are huma:r:-. Even economic justice must root 

and flower in the prevailing spirit of common justice and in the willingness 

of the individual to do as he 'lilould be done by, No man can live to himself 

alone. The origin of his rights and the measure of his duties are found in 

the complex mechanisms and relationships of society. Its uelfare is his, 

and the same justice which gives him the right to share in it, imposes the 

duty to contribute to it. 

The natural impulse is to allocate the blame for injustice to 

bad laws, or to the want to laws, or to defects of administration. We 

complain bi tterly of our wrongs and act as if we thought that justice 

emanates from government. Believe :me, my fri ends, it dces not. It 

springs from the hearts of men. Government should, indeed, be an agency 

of justice, but the essential cure for most of the urongs of uhich we com

plain must be sought in tile simple, elemental working of justice in the life

of the individual and the f.i oul of the people. 
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The exigent need of tho present hour, therefore, lies more in 

the stimulation of a nobler spirit of right in the individual than in 

the improvement of legal institutions or in the most enlightened social 

or economic planning of which government is capable. We might say that 

to know justice one must feel it. Certainly we cannot regard it merely 

as a symbol. It must become a vital and moving impulse in our lives. 

Talk as we may of tho instrumentalities of justice and their deficiencies, 

or about the manifest inequities of ~ursocial and economic order, the 

search for cause and cure 
~ 

~ould begi:q, vii th the inMvidual. He is the 

unit of our common life. 

This sounds 
, 

like 
. 
saying 

, 

nothing, yot it says all. Debato as 

\16 may of change, of the old and the :ne\1, of legal or political or economic 

principles, the basis of justice must bo sought in the inner and the bettor 

life of man, in his common honesty, goocl-uill, and forbearance; hl his 

saner conceptions of social and individual values, in clearer thinking and 

in loftier purposes. These a ttributes of' hUlj18Il character are more powerful 

than the most imperativo statute, for wt thout thaD justice must remain an 

ideal uhich the wisest government canno'~ hope to realize. 
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